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Enhance school safety & efficiency with Envoy’s digital sign-in
Help your school embrace the digital age with Envoy:
our simple and safe visitor management system.
A paper and pen “system” really isn’t much of a system
at all. Cumbersome and unreliable, there’s no way to make
the information you collect work for you.
Envoy’s customizable iPad app gives you control over
the information you collect from visitors, to enhance
campus safety and security.

Create a shared awareness of who’s on campus.
Since our web dashboard updates in real time, you’ll
always know who’s walking the halls. View the dashboard
on any computer or smartphone, and on multiple devices.
With badge printing, it’s easy to spot unauthorized
visitors. Create custom badges to show school spirit!

Sign in faster using Envoy Passport
Envoy Passport uses iBeacon technology to send your sign-in
details directly to the iPad, so you can skip the typing.
Simply download Envoy on your phone, and your avatar will
pop up when your near the iPad. Just tap to sign in!
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Supercharge office operations.
Empower your school receptionists to skip the paper
pushing. Imagine being able to report volunteers, district
specialists, or substitutes, in just a few keystrokes.
Our analytic and reporting functions make it easy to identify
trends in who’s visiting, when, and why. Use these powerful
insights to help you make smart decisions about valuable
school resources.

Why schools choose Envoy?

Trusted

Simple

technology

setup

Go from signing up to signing
in visitors in about ten
minutes. And with minimal
account maintenance
required, daily use is a breeze.

All visitor data and directory
entries are encrypted, stored
on secure servers, and kept
confidential. In the unlikely
event of server downtime,
your iPad stores data offline.

On-call
support

You’ll always get swift
customer service from real
people, not robots. Our
average live chat response
time is under one minute.
We’re also happy to help over
phone and email.

Stay in touch!
Contact jordana@envoy.co
to discuss special education pricing

Visit us online: envoy.co
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